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Addressing the Single
Euro Payments Area

With SAP® Payment Engine
The Single Euro Payments
Area (SEPA) initiative is a
reality for banks throughout
the EU. The main question is
how fast the transformation
will be. The SAP® Payment
Engine application can
help banks migrate to the
new EU-wide transaction
schemes, while streamlining
business processes and
reducing costs.

As mandated by the European Commission and European Payments Council
(EPC), the Single Euro Payments Area
(SEPA) initiative will standardize electronic payments and eliminate differences between domestic and cross-border
Euro transactions throughout the EU.
The objective is to make it possible for
consumers, businesses, and governments to make cashless payments from
a single payment account using a single
set of payment instruments throughout
the 28 member states of the European
Union – as well as in Liechtenstein,
Iceland, Norway, and Switzerland. Also
of importance is to make these types of
payments as inexpensive, efficient, and
safe as domestic payments are today.
To comply, national payment transactions must be migrated to the SEPA
payment instruments. Banks have
worked hard to create the technical
conditions necessary to support SEPA.
What’s next is the actual migration to
the SEPA schemes.

and implement converter frameworks
that simply convert between the SEPA
formats and their current domestic formats. However, to comply with SEPA
regulations in the long term, they face
one of two choices: modifying their
legacy software or establishing a new
infrastructure (Figure 1). Modifying its
legacy software enables a bank to meet
its short-term SEPA challenges, but
what will happen after the domestic
schemes have been completely migrated? Putting in place a SEPA-compliant
platform ensures the bank’s long-term
SEPA strategy and enables it to process
all payment transactions on a scalable
platform that can handle the migration
of current domestic volumes and ensure
future growth (Figure 2).

In assessing their options, most banks
tend toward one of the following views:
• SEPA is a hurdle requiring an investment that would achieve better returns placed elsewhere.
• SEPA provides a compelling opportunity to improve business efficiency;
Necessary Expenditure or
however, a strategic investment here
is risky due to uncertainty over how
Strategic Opportunity?
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cash-management functions, benefit
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egies. A short-term tactical solution
many banks have chosen is to leave
their existing infrastructure untouched

Three Main Strategies to
Achieve SEPA Compliance
Banks can apply one of three main
strategies to prepare their businesses
and IT landscapes for SEPA compliance. They are described below.
Strategy 1: Enabling a Current
Domestic Payment Platform
The first strategy banks could use to
prepare for SEPA compliance is to
migrate SEPA payments to the bank’s
current domestic platform. Typically, a
bank’s domestic payment platform is a
legacy in-house system that is difficult
to change. Many legacy domestic payment platforms cannot cope with SEPA
requirements for XML-based formats or
with the business processes for SEPA
direct debits. As a result, this scenario
is not feasible for many banks.
Strategy 2: Enabling a Current
Cross-Border Payment Platform
The second strategy is to migrate
SEPA payments to the bank’s current
cross-border platform. The major
drawback of this strategy is that

current cross-border platforms typically
cannot support 100% straight-through
processing. This significantly increases
unit costs for processing high volumes
of domestic payments. In addition, this
strategy does not resolve the issue of
migrating mass volumes of domestic
payments to SEPA-compliant payment
instruments after the enforcement of
an end date, as cross-border platforms
might not be able to handle the required volumes. Banks choosing this
strategy will see much higher total cost
of ownership in the short term and still
have to make additional investments
when the time comes to migrate domestic volumes.

date multiple domestic platforms
step-by-step onto its new single SEPAcompliant platform. And with the platform, banks can promote a reengineered payments value chain, leverage
advanced cash-management functions,
benefit from increased transparency,
and offer customers a superior banking
experience.

Strategic Advantages of SAP®
Payment Engine

Strategy 3: Creating a SEPA-Compliant
Platform
The third strategy is to create a platform expressly designed to achieve
SEPA compliance. This strategy has a
number of significant advantages. In
implementing a SEPA-compliant platform, the bank equips itself to handle
the domestic volumes that will have to
be migrated once the end date has
been enforced. The bank can consoli-

Strategy 1

The SAP® Payment Engine application
within the SAP for Banking solution
portfolio can help banks achieve SEPA
compliance, gain an edge over their
competitors, and reduce costs. In addition to helping banks comply with SEPA
regulations, the application provides a
migration path to move domestic volumes to the new platform in the years
to come.
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Figure 2: Strategy 3
– Create a SEPACompliant Platform
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– Return or refund – payment return
(PACS.004.001.02)
– Reject – payment status report
(PACS.002.001.03)
– Reversal – payment reversal
(PACS.007.001.02)
• Cash management
– Resolution of investigation
(CAMT.029.001.03)
– FI to FI payment cancellation
request (CAMT.056.001.01)

The SEPA Challenge
SAP Payment Engine streamlines all
payment processes and standardizes
interfaces with surrounding applications
by replacing multiple, siloed payment
applications with one central payments
hub. The application helps banks set
up flexible business models along the
payments value chain by supporting
shared service centers and in-house
models that allow banks and service
providers to offer generic services to
other banks. SAP Payment Engine is
highly scalable and specifically designed to meet the requirements of
top-tier banks and IT service centers.
Banks with lower volumes will find that
running SAP Payment Engine lowers
their total cost of ownership as well.
Complete Lifecycle Management
With SAP Payment Engine, you can
manage the complete lifecycle of payment transactions based on a comprehensive status concept for all objects
and process steps. The application
provides online reporting, enabling the
bank to offer real-time access to status
information for internal staff and realtime event information for customers.

The application lets banks handle all
payment types, formats, and channels
across product lines and lines of business. In addition, its flexible product
configuration helps banks define and
implement new payment products rapidly, with little or no additional
programming.
Fulfillment of SEPA Requirements
and ISO Standards
SAP Payment Engine complies with
the applicable EPC and Euro Banking
Association (EBA) specifications of the
corresponding ISO 20022 standards.
They include:
• Credit transfers
– Customer credit transfer initiation
(PAIN.001.001.03)
– Financial institution (FI) to FI
customer credit transfer
(PACS.008.001.02)
– Return – payment return
(PACS.004.001.02)
– Reject payment status report
(PAIN.002.001.03)
• Direct debit
– Customer direct-debit initiation
(PAIN.008.001.02)
– FI to FI customer direct debit
(PACS.003.001.02)

SAP Payment Engine can help you
capitalize on a strategic investment in
a SEPA-compliant payment processing
platform. By reengineering your payment operations, you gain operational
efficiency. In streamlining business
processes across different lines of
business, you lower your total cost of
ownership. By providing a truly scalable
payments platform that can support all
payment channels, SAP Payment
Engine lets you adopt new business
models and enjoy new revenue
streams. As with all SAP applications,
the payment engine can be operated
on almost any hardware platform
supporting all major operating systems
and databases.
For more information, please visit us
at www.sap.com/industries/banking or
contact your local SAP representative.
For contact details, please visit the
SAP worldwide office directory at
www.sap.com/contactsap/directory.

Quick facts
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Summary
The Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) initiative is a reality for banks throughout the
EU. The main question is how fast the transformation will be. The SAP® Payment Engine
application can help banks migrate to the new EU-wide payment schemes, while streamlining business processes and reducing costs.
Business Challenges
• Conform to regulations imposed by the SEPA initiative
• Adopt new payment formats based on XML schemes to achieve SEPA conformance
•	Get ready for high-volume migration of domestic payments to SEPA schemes
• Reevaluate IT landscapes and revamp or replace them in order to support SEPAcompliant payment operations and business strategies
• Determine what strategy to use to achieve SEPA compliance to gain both
cost-effectiveness and strategic advantage
Key Features
• Standardized interfaces to surrounding applications – Streamline all payment
processes
• Central payments hub – Replace multiple, siloed payment applications
• Flexible business models – Efficiently support all activities along the payments value
chain
• Shared service centers – Offer generic in-house models and services to other banks
• Lifecycle management and status reporting – Offer real-time access to status infor
mation for internal staff and real-time event information for customers
Business Benefits
• Lower total cost of ownership through streamlined business processes across lines
of business and lines of payment products
• Operational efficiency through reengineered payment operations on one central
payment platform
• New revenue streams through a truly scalable payments platform that supports all
payment channels
For More Information
For more information, please visit us at www.sap.com/industries/banking or contact
your local SAP representative. For contact details, please visit the SAP worldwide office
directory at www.sap.com/contactsap/directory.
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